1.
Introduction. An algebra of bounded linear operators on a Hubert space is reductive if it is weakly closed, contains the identity and has the property that each of its invariant subspaces is reducing. In [6] , Rosenthal considered the following property an operator T may have in relation to reductive algebras:
(P) If & is any reductive algebra and T E &', then T* E &'.
Rosenthal [6] proved that (P) holds for compact operators. In this note we give a different proof of this result. Also we prove that (P) holds for operators quasi-similar to normal operators. The following lemma from Feintuch and Rosenthal [1] is useful throughout this note:
Lemma I. If T2 = 0, then T has property (P).
Corollary [5, p. 169] . Property (P) holds for algebraic operators.
Compact operators.
Theorem 1 (Rosenthal [6] ). // K is a compact operator, then K has property in Proof. Since K is compact, we may assume that the underlying Hubert space H is separable.
Let 6B be a reductive algebra such that K E <£'. Let 2 be an abelian von Neumann algebra which is maximal with respect to the property & E 2'. Let £ be the set of all (hermitian) projections in 2. We call E E 2 an atom if E j= 0 and if 0 < F < E with F G S implies either F = 0 or F = E. Let By Zorn's lemma, * § has a maximal element. Since & has no atom, the maximal element must be /.
Next, let {xn) be a dense sequence of H. We can construct a sequence of Since A' and Y are quasi-affinities, we have A * T = 7/1 * for every ,4 in 6E.
Hence T* E &'. □
Remark. From the proof we see that it suffices to assume that X is one-one and the range of Y is dense.
Corollary [2] . // T is a reductive operator which is quasi-similar to a normal operator, then T is normal.
Proof. Let 6B be the weakly closed algebra generated by I and T. Then & is reductive and TE &'. By the above theorem, T* commutes with T. Hence T is normal. □ Next we establish an algebraic version of Theorem 3. Proof. By the same argument as one we used in the proof of Theorem 3, we have XB* Y911 E 911 for every reducing subspace 911 and every operator B in %. By the double commutant theorem, we have XB*Y E 6E; that is, B* E % for B E %. U Corollary.
If â is a von Neumann algebra on Hx, % is a reductive algebra on H2 and there is an invertibie bounded linear mapping X: 77, -> 772 such that 9> = X&X~X, then "35 is also a von Neumann algebra and 6B and % are unitarily equivalent.
Proof. That "35 is a von Neumann algebra follows from Theorem 4 or the fact that similarity preserves reflexitivity of operator algebras. To show that 6E and <•$ are unitarily equivalent, let X = VP be the polar decomposition of X, where F is a positive and invertible operator on Hx and V is an isometry from Hx onto H2. Then we have % = V(P&P~X)V~X and hence P&P~[ is selfadjoint. Therefore FtEF"1 = P~l&P or F2fiF_2 = <£. By Gardner's Invariance Theorem [3] , we have PâP'1 = &. Hence <$ = K6BF"1. □
